
YOUR FINANCIAL LIFE
Integrated. Organized. Simplified.
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LIFE SIMPLIFIED.

By being organized and 
efficient you can capture back 
one of your most precious 
assets … time. 

REDUCE YOUR FINANCIAL 
WORRY. 

As all your professionals are 
communicating and working 
together to help you meet 
your goals.

GAIN FINANCIAL 
CONFIDENCE.

Holding you accountable  to 
your plan and having a team 
you can rely on to help you 
make informed decisions. 

Your Benefits.
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We are a SEC Registered 
Investment Advisory* firm

Think of us as the architect of 
your financial life.

Our team is multi-
disciplinary, credentialed, 
and highly experienced – all 
to help you manage the 
multiple moving parts of 
your financial life. 

Together we set goals, 
review cash flow, protect 
you and your family, and 
manage your investments…

…So you can live your best life.

Benchmark Overview.

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW WE UNIQUELY SERVE

* Please see Disclosure

https://static.twentyoverten.com/5988608f8e46a84ae1ed28dd/qU_T18IiQ4j/ADV-Part-2A-and-2B.pdf
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We spend our time Actively Providing Wealth Guidance and Wealth Maintenance
for our clients. 

We are an Independent Firm. We do not have proprietary products, quotas, or the 
potential biases of the bigger brokerage houses. Our focus is what’s in the best 
interest of our clients.

We access the Global Resources of Charles Schwab and Fidelity Investments 
leveraging their technology, intellectual capital and vast infrastructure.

Your team is made up of CFP’s®, CFA® and AIF® *- a team of specialists, not general 
practitioners, highly qualified to serve your complex needs. We are also affiliated 
with Daszkal Bolton LLP, a regional CPA firm designed to coordinate your business 
and personal finances from a holistic standpoint.

No. 1 provider in 
combined clearing and 
custody services1

$3.8T total 
client assets2

Data as of June 30, 2019
1 Cerulli Associates – U.S. Advisor 
Marketplace & Retirement Markets 
2016, Aite Group – New Realities in 
Wealth Management June 2017, 
Fidelity Institutional Competitive 
Intelligence; 
2. As of April 30, 2020

Some Distinctions.

https://static.twentyoverten.com/5988608f8e46a84ae1ed28dd/qU_T18IiQ4j/ADV-Part-2A-and-2B.pdf
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TAX PLANNING
Coordinate the taxation of business and 
personal income in a way that provides the 
greatest benefit to both the business and 
its owner.

→ Tax Efficiency
→ Tax Reduction

RISK MANAGEMENT
Business owners risks multiply if there is an 
interruption of the business due to a disaster; 
death or disability of a key person or potential 
lawsuits all in addition to personal risk 
management.

→ Key Person Life & Disability Insurance   
→ Creditor Protection
→ Buy/Sell Agreement Funding 

OWNER / EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Ownership affords all sorts of tax-advantaged 
ways to save for retirement, and the ability to put 
aside amounts considerably larger than what is 
permissible to non-business owners.

→ Customized Qualified Retirement Plan Design, 
Implementation and Management. 

→ Executive Compensation Plans

EXIT STRATEGIES
Most business owner’s major or only investment 
is the business. Prudent planning focuses on 
diversification to build assets outside of the 
business to offset the concentrated risk.

→ Pre-Sale Planning – Tax, Asset Protection, Estate, 
Family Wealth, Philanthropy 

→ Paycheck Replacement Solutions

Comprehensive Business Owner Approach 
Small business owners will find their own personal financial plans are inextricably linked with their business and one 
decision will impact the other. 
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Most people are not 
aware of the common 
obstacles in their way when 
managing their finances. 

Problems We Solve.

Wealth
Guidance

Coordination
Integrating each aspect of 

your financial life can 
dramatically 

impact your results.

Information
Up-to-date and accurate 

data helps you prepare for 
the trade-offs you need to 

make.

Clarity
Without a view of your 
entire financial picture, 
informed decisions are 

difficult to make.
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• Personal time spent to manage relationships

• Unproductive results

• Disparate information

• Multiple advisors

• Potential conflicting agendas

• Cost inefficiencies

01. Lack of Coordination.

Taxes
Insurance

PROBLEMS WE SOLVE
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Are you prepared for life’s trade-offs?

You will receive strategies and solutions from three separate financial disciplines - banking, 
investments and insurance without the industry centric bias. 

02. Lack of Information.
PROBLEMS WE SOLVE
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• Single point of access

• More time to spend with family & friends

• Consistent advice within framework of 
objectives

• Less loose ends

03. Lack of Clarity –
We Help You Bring 
it all Together.

INCOME & 
GROWTH

BUY / SELL
FUNDING

EXIT 
STRATEGIES

PROBLEMS WE SOLVE
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Pillars of Wealth Guidance

ProtectCoordinate InvestFiduciary Distribute Simplify

Obligation to Act 
In Your Best 

Interest

Generating 
Retirement 
Income & 

Transferring 
Wealth

Security for Life’s 
Surprises

Integrated 
Relationships 
with All Your 
Professionals

Helping You 
Reach Your Goals

Keeping the 
Complex Simple

Planning

Preparing for 
Your Life’s Needs, 
Wants & Wishes
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Fiduciary
Reduce Potential 
Conflicts of 
Interests. 

Fiduciary & Independence
We are a fiduciary and legally obligated to provide 
investment advice that’s in your best interest. We 
have no proprietary products or service. 

Objectivity & Transparency 
We are fully transparent and have no hidden fees. 
We do not accept commissions for any security 
products.

Fiduciary
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Planning
Preparing for Your 

Life’s Needs, Wants & 
Wishes

Financial planning is an ongoing and 
collaborative process that is designed to 
reduce your stress about money, support 
your current needs and help you build a nest 
egg for your long-term goals, like retirement. 

Financial planning is important because it 
allows you to make the most of your money 
and can help you meet your future goals by 
bridging the gap between where you are 
today and where you would like to be in the 
future.

Financial Planning
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Communication is key. Like the medical field, you need all the 
important pieces in your financial life to have a seamless, integrated 
relationship including tax, law, insurance and investments.

Coordinate
Integrated 
Relationships With All 
of Your Professionals

Coordination with Your Other Advisors

Investments Tax

Insurance Law
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Protect
Provide Security 
for Life’s Surprises

Applies to the process of protecting your non-
business wealth from the claims of your creditors.

Together we determine what liabilities you can 
minimize, control and monitor to be protected 
from the unexpected.

We help to protect you, your family, your business 
and your way of life from potential catastrophic 
events and litigious attacks through a vulnerability 
analysis.

And, when insurance is necessary, we represent 
many of the top insurance companies.

Asset Protection

Risk Management
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We take a global view and spend the time to understand your big 
picture

Investments are a means to potentially achieve gains greater than 
the original amount to help reach your financial goals. 

Cost, fluctuation of principle, liquidity, traditional and non-traditional 
investments are all considered in our decision-making process. 

It’s not what you earn, but what you keep that counts. We utilize a 
low-cost investment management philosophy that focuses on asset 
allocation, tax-efficiency and simplicity. 

We monitor your accounts and when appropriate perform tax 
harvesting, rebalancing along with personal update and progress 
reviews to make sure your investments are aligned with your goals 
and overall financial objectives.

Invest
Helping You Reach 
Your Goals

Investment Philosophy
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Healthcare costs and longevity are all factors that 
need to be considered.

Tax efficiency and planning are essential to avoid 
paying unnecessary taxes which can impact how long 
your assets last. 

Principal protection goals need to be evaluated to 
transfer your wealth to who you want, when you 
want.

Distribute
Generating 
Retirement Income 
& Transferring 
Wealth

There is a seismic shift when you move from 
accumulating assets to the distribution of income. 

The withdrawal strategy is critical to not outliving your 
assets. 

Distribution
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Why complicate your life when you already have 
more distractions, items to remember and things on 
your “to do” list than ever before? 

Your wealth picture should not add to the complexity.

Simplify
Keeping the 
Complex Simple

It is our responsibility to help you create 
efficiencies, simplify your financial life, 
and provide you with the confidence to 
reach your future goals.

Simplify
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Account Based Billing Only

Total Household Account Balance Annual Fee

First $1,000,000 1.00%

Next $4,000,000 0.65%

Next $5,000,000 0.35%

Remaining 0.25%

Account Based Billing and Ongoing Wealth Guidance Flat Fee 

Total Household Account Balance Annual Fee Net Worth Annual Flat Fee

First $1,000,000 0.75% Less than $2,000,000 $2,500 

Next $4,000,000 0.50% $2,000,001 - $5,000,000 $5,000 

Next $5,000,000 0.25% $5,000,001 - $10,000,000 $7,500 

Remaining 0.10% $10,000,001 - $20,000,00 $10,000 

$20,000,001 and above $15,000

With Benchmark, there are 
never any surprises… period. 

Our fees are straightforward, 
obvious, and clearly 
disclosed. 

Actual client fees can vary from this 
baseline schedule.  All fees are clearly 
outlined in each client’s advisory 
agreement.

Fee Transparency.
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Disclosure
SEC Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or
training.

The information provided herein is for general informational
purposes only and is intended for your personal use and
should not be circulated to any other person without our
permission and any use, distribution or duplication by anyone
other than the recipient is prohibited. No portion of this
commentary is to be construed as an offer or solicitation to
buy or sell a security, or the rendering of personalized
investment advice. The views and strategies described herein
may not be suitable for all investors and are subject to
investment risks. The content is developed from sources
believed to be providing accurate information. The
information contained herein should not be relied upon in
isolation for the purpose of making and investment decision.

We believe the information contained in this material to be
reliable and have sought to take reasonable care in its
preparation and conducted reasonable due diligence to

ensure the third parties’ performance is not materially inflated
or incorrect; however, we do not represent or warrant its
accuracy, reliability or completeness, or accept any liability for
any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising out of
the use of all or any part of this material. We do not make any
representation or warranty with regard to any computations,
graphs, tables, diagrams or commentary in this material which
are provided for illustration/ reference purposes only. These
views, opinions, estimates, and strategies expressed in it
constitute our judgement based on current market conditions
and are subject to change without notice. Investors may get
back less than they invested, and past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.

Data which may be found in this document is based on our
research and should not be taken as a forecast or an estimate
of likely future returns. Any reference to a market index is
included for illustrative purposes only, as an index is not a
security in which an investment can be made.
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Disclosure (Continued)

Investments involve some sort of risk including potential
loss of principal; diversification alone cannot guarantee
against loss. More complete information is available,
including product profiles, which discusses risks, benefits,
liquidity and other matters of interest. The value of any
investment may fluctuate as a result of market changes.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and
there can be no assurance the investment strategies
discussed herein will prove profitable.

All opinions, estimates, investment strategies and views
expressed in this document are subject to change without
notice information. The recommendations made for your
customized portfolio may differ from any asset allocation
or strategies outlined in this document. Benchmark
Financial does not guarantee the future performance of
any portfolio, guarantee any specific level of performance
or guarantee any strategy or overall management will be
successful or that the client’s investment objectives will be
met.

Benchmark Financial is not a broker dealer and does not offer
tax or legal advice. Please consult your tax or legal advisor for
assistance regarding your individual situation. Investment
Advisory Services offered through Benchmark Financial
Wealth Advisors LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.
Insurance services offered through Benchmark Financial
Insurance Advisors LLC. The Benchmark Financial Wealth
Advisors ADV Form 2A, 2B & Form CRS, which describe the
services offered, fees charged and any conflicts of interest,
are available upon request or online at www.bfllc.com.
Additional information about Benchmark Financial and our
advisors is also available online at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

* Details on Investment Advisory Representatives and 
Credential Designation Descriptions can be found in our 
Part B here: https://bfllc.com/adv-part-2b-description-
of-designations

http://www.bfllc.com/
http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/
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